AAPS PharmSciTech
ISSNs: 1530-9932
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1530-9932
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database

Abhandlungen aus dem Mathematischen Seminar der Universität Hamburg
ISSNs: 0025-5858
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1865-8784
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.42 SJR 0.439 SNIP 0.963, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Abstract and Applied Analysis
ISSNs: 1085-3375
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1687-0409
Hindawi Publishing Corporation, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.53 SJR 0.343 SNIP 0.499, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2013): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

ACM Journal on Emerging Technologies in Computing Systems
ISSNs: 1550-4832
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1550-4840
Association for Computing Machinery, United States
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.91 SJR 0.308 SNIP 0.872, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

ACM SIGBED Review
ISSNs: 1551-3688
ACM
Local database

ACM Transactions on Algorithms
ISSNs: 1549-6325
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1549-6333
Association for Computing Machinery, Inc., United States
Central database

ACM Transactions on Architecture and Code Optimization
ISSNs: 1544-3566
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1544-3973
Association for Computing Machinery, United States
Central database
Advances in Computational Mathematics
ISSNs: 1019-7168
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1572-9044
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database

Advances in Data Analysis and Classification
ISSNs: 1862-5347
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1862-5355
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.34
Central database

Advances in Mathematics of Communication
ISSNs: 1930-5346
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1930-5338
American Institute of Mathematical Sciences, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.62 SJR 0.421 SNIP 0.839, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems
ISSNs: 1049-5258
Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, Inc., United States
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database

Advances in Space Research
ISSNs: 0273-1177
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database

African Journal of Marine Science
ISSNs: 1814-232X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1814-2338
National Inquiry Services Centre, South Africa
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.01 SJR 0.492 SNIP 0.473, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

AI Communications
ISSNs: 0921-7126
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1875-8452
I O S Press, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.76, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
American Journal of Physiology: Endocrinology and Metabolism
ISSNs: 0193-1849
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1522-1555
American Physiological Society, United States
Central database
Journal

American Naturalist
ISSNs: 0003-0147
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1537-5323
University of Chicago Press, United States
Central database
Journal

American Society for Information Science and Technology. Journal
ISSNs: 2330-1635
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1532-2890, 2330-1643
Wiley Blackwell, United States
Central database
Journal

Analyst
ISSNs: 0003-2654, 0003-2654
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1364-5528
Royal Society of Chemistry, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Analytica Chimica Acta
ISSNs: 0003-2670, 0030-2670, 0039-2670, 0003-2670
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0924-2031
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Anatomical Record
ISSNs: 1932-8486
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0749-3002
Wiley, United States
Central database
Journal

Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa - Classe di Scienze
ISSNs: 0391-173X
Annali di Matematica Pura ed Applicata
ISSNs: 0373-3114
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1618-1891
Springer, Germany
Central database
Journal

Annals of Biomedical Engineering
ISSNs: 0090-6964
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-9686
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database
Journal

Annals of Functional Analysis
ISSNs: 2008-8752
Tusi Mathematical Research Group, United States
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.52, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Annals of Global Analysis and Geometry
ISSNs: 0232-704X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1572-9060
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Annals of Mathematics and Artificial Intelligence
ISSNs: 1012-2443
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-7470
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Annals of Neurology
ISSNs: 0364-5134
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1531-8249
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

Annals of Nutrition and Metabolism
ISSNs: 0250-6807
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1018-9688
Asian-European Journal of Mathematics
ISSNs: 1793-5571
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1793-7183
World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd., Singapore
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.21 SJR 0.168 SNIP 0.364, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Australasian Journal of Combinatorics
ISSNs: 1034-4942
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2202-3518
Centre for Discrete Mathematics & Computing, Australia
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.44 SJR 0.547 SNIP 0.709, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems
ISSNs: 1387-2532
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-7454
Springer New York LLC, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.3 SJR 0.429 SNIP 1.53, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Azerbaijan Journal of Mathematics
ISSNs: 2218-6816
Azerbaijan Mathematical Society, Azerbaijan
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.57 SJR 0.407 SNIP 1.128, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Basic & Clinical Pharmacology & Toxicology
ISSNs: 1742-7835, 1742-7835
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1742-7843
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
(2018): Indexed yes

Behavior Research Methods
ISSNs: 1554-3528, 1554-351x
Springer Verlag
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.74, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Biofag
Foreningen af Danske Biologer (FaDB)
Local database

Bioinformatics
ISSNs: 1367-4803, 1367-4803
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1367-4811
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom
Central database

Biological Psychiatry
ISSNs: 0006-3223
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1086-7694, 1873-2402
Elsevier, United States
Central database

Biomass & Bioenergy
ISSNs: 0961-9534
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-2909
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database

Biomedical Signal Processing and Control
ISSNs: 1746-8094
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Bioresource Technology
ISSNs: 0960-8524
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-2976
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Biosensors and Bioelectronics
ISSNs: 0956-5663
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-4235
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Biosystems Engineering
ISSNs: 1537-5110
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1537-5129
Academic Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.77 SJR 0.676 SNIP 1.599, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Biotechnology and Bioengineering (Print)
ISSNs: 0006-3592, 1097-0290
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1097-0290
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Bipolar Disorders (English Edition, Online)
ISSNs: 1399-5618
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1398-5647
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

BIT Numerical Mathematics
ISSNs: 0006-3835
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1572-9125
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Blood
ISSNs: 0006-4971
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1528-0020
American Society of Hematology, United States
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

B M C Bioinformatics
ISSNs: 1471-2105
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1471-2105
BioMed Central Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.49 SJR 1.479 SNIP 0.878, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

B M C Genomics
ISSNs: 1471-2164
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1471-2164
BioMed Central Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 4.08 SJR 2.11 SNIP 1.151, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Chaos
ISSNs: 1054-1500
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1089-7682
American Institute of Physics, United States
Central database
Journal

Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems
ISSNs: 0169-7439
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-3239
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes
ISSNs: 1941-7713, 1941-7705
American Heart Association
Local database
Journal

Cired - Open Access Proceedings Journal
ISSNs: 2515-0855
Local database
Journal

Clinical and Vaccine Immunology (Online)
ISSNs: 1556-679X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1071-4138
American Society for Microbiology, United States
Local database
Journal

Clinical Cardiology
ISSNs: 0160-9289
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1932-8737
Wiley Periodicals, Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine
ISSNs: 1434-6621
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1437-4331
Walterde Gruyter GmbH, Germany
Central database
Journal
Clinical Dysmorphology
ISSNs: 0962-8827
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1473-5717
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, United States
BFI (2008): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.42
Central database
Journal

Clinical Neurophysiology
ISSNs: 1388-2457
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1567-424X
Elsevier Ireland Ltd., Ireland
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.98 SJR 1.561 SNIP 1.428, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Cluster Computing
ISSNs: 1386-7857
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-7543
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database
Journal

Cognitive Computation
ISSNs: 1866-9956
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1866-9964
Springer New York LLC, United States
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.77 SJR 0.908 SNIP 1.72, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Combinatorica
ISSNs: 0209-9683
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1439-6912
Springer, Germany
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Combinatorics, Probability & Computing
ISSNs: 0963-5483
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1469-2163
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.87 SJR 0.839 SNIP 1.293, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Communications in Algebra
ISSNs: 0092-7872
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1532-4125
Taylor & Francis Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.52 SJR 0.697 SNIP 0.991, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Communications in Mathematical Physics  
ISSNs: 0010-3616  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1432-0916  
Springer Verlag  
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.34 SJR 1.682 SNIP 1.796, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Local database

Communications in Statistics: Theory and Methods  
ISSNs: 0361-0926  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1532-415X  
Taylor & Francis Inc., United States  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.47 SJR 0.352 SNIP 0.746, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database

Compel  
ISSNs: 0332-1649  
Emerald Group Publishing Limited, United Kingdom  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.75 SJR 0.22 SNIP 0.525, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,  
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database

Complex Variables and Elliptic Equations  
ISSNs: 1747-6933  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1026-7409  
Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.73 SJR 0.616 SNIP 0.975, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database

Composites Part A: Applied Science and Manufacturing  
ISSNs: 1359-835X, 1359-835x  
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom  
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database

Composites Science and Technology  
ISSNs: 0266-3538  
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom  
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database

Computational Geosciences  
ISSNs: 1420-0597  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-1499  
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.71 SJR 0.985 SNIP 1.385, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,  
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database
**Central database**

**Computers & Graphics**
ISSNs: 0097-8493
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7684
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database

**Computers in Human Behavior**
ISSNs: 0747-5632
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7692
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database

**Computers & Mathematics with Applications**
ISSNs: 0898-1221
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7668
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database

**Computers & Operations Research**
ISSNs: 0305-0548
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-765X
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database

**Computers & Security**
ISSNs: 0167-4048
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-6208
Elsevier Advanced Technology, United Kingdom
Central database

**Computer Supported Cooperative Work**
ISSNs: 0925-9724
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-7551
Springer, Netherlands
Central database

**Computing**
ISSNs: 0010-485X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0344-8029
Springer Wien, Austria
Central database
Journal

Computing & control engineering journal
ISSNs: 0956-3385
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1741-0460
Institution of Engineering and Technology, Denmark
Central database
Journal

Concurrency and Computation: Practice & Experience
ISSNs: 1532-0626
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1532-0634
JohnWiley & Sons Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Consciousness and Cognition
ISSNs: 1053-8100
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1090-2376
Academic Press, United States
Central database
Journal

Contemporary Clinical Trials
ISSNs: 1551-7144
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1559-2030
Elsevier Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

Control Engineering Practice
ISSNs: 0967-0661
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6939
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Corporate Communications
ISSNs: 1356-3289
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1758-6046
Emerald Group Publishing Limited, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.32 SJR 0.453 SNIP 0.73, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Cortex
ISSNs: 0010-9452
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1973-8102
Elsevier Masson, Italy
Central database
Journal

Cryptography and Communications
ISSNs: 1936-2447
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1936-2455
Springer New York LLC, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.04 SJR 0.446 SNIP 1.003, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Current Genomics
ISSNs: 1389-2029
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1875-5488
Bentham Science Publishers Ltd., Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.15 SJR 0.922 SNIP 0.597, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Current Obesity Reports
ISSNs: 2162-4968
Springer Healthcare, United States
Central database
Journal

Cytometry. Part A
ISSNs: 1552-4922
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1046-7386
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.64 SJR 1.557 SNIP 0.908, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Dansk Kemi
ISSNs: 0011-6335, 0011-6335
TechMedia A/S, Denmark
Central database
Journal

Dansk Pelsdyravl
ISSNs: 0011-6424
Denmark
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database
Journal

Data in Brief
ISSNs: 2352-3409
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2352-3409
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.7
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal
Decision Support Systems
ISSNs: 0167-9236
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-5797
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Design Automation for Embedded Systems
ISSNs: 0929-5585
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1572-8080
Springer New York LLC, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.92 SJR 0.172 SNIP 0.428, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Design Science Journal
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2053-4701
Cambridge University Press
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Local database
Journal

Designs, Codes and Cryptography
ISSNs: 0925-1022
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-7586
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database
Journal

Developmental Medicine and Child Neurology
ISSNs: 0012-1622
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0419-0238
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Diabetes Technology & Therapeutics
ISSNs: 1520-9156
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1557-8593
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. Publishers, United States
Central database
Journal

Diabetologia
ISSNs: 0012-186X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1432-0428
Springer, Germany
Central database
Journal
Diagnostics
ISSNs: 2075-4418
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2075-4418
MDPI AG, Switzerland
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.43 SJR 0.669 SNIP 0.788, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Die Pharmazeutische Industrie
ISSNs: 0031-711X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1616-7074
Editio Cantor Verlag, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.05 SJR 0.192 SNIP 0.384, Web of Science (2016): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Differential and Integral Equations
ISSNs: 0893-4983
Khayyam Publishing
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.75 SJR 0.904 SNIP 1.133, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Local database
Journal

Discrete Applied Mathematics
ISSNs: 0166-218X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-6771
Elsevier BV * North-Holland, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.05 SJR 0.785 SNIP 1.216, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Discrete Mathematics
ISSNs: 0012-365X, 0012-365x
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-681X
Elsevier BV * North-Holland, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.77 SJR 0.851 SNIP 1.227, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science (Online Edition)
ISSNs: 1365-8050, 1462-7264
D M T C S, France
BFI (2016): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.7 SJR 0.593 SNIP 0.875, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Local database
Journal: Book series

Discussiones Mathematicae. Graph Theory
ISSNs: 1234-3099
University of Zielona Gora, Poland
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.64 SJR 0.633 SNIP 1.095, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal
D T U Avisen  
ISSNs: 1604-1232  
Denmark  
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no  
Central database  
Journal

Dynamical Systems  
ISSNs: 1468-9367  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1468-9375  
Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.32, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database  
Journal

Earth and Planetary Science Letters  
ISSNs: 0012-821X, 0012-821x  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1385-013X  
Elsevier BV, Netherlands  
Central database  
Journal

E-artikel fra DTU Fødevareinstitutet  
ISSNs: 1904-5581  
DTU Fødevareinstitutet, Denmark  
Local database  
Journal

East Asian Journal on Applied Mathematics  
ISSNs: 2079-7362  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2079-7370  
Global Science Press, Hong Kong  
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.66 SJR 0.418 SNIP 0.483, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Local database  
Journal

ISSNs: 1476-945X  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1476-9840  
Elsevier, Netherlands  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.7 SJR 0.753 SNIP 0.856, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database  
Journal

Ecological Modelling  
ISSNs: 0304-3800  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-7026  
Elsevier BV, Netherlands  
Central database  
Journal

Ecology  
ISSNs: 0012-9658
Effektivitet
ISSNs: 0903-2266, 0903-2266
Denmark
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database
Journal

Electronic Notes in Discrete Mathematics
ISSNs: 1571-0653
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1571-0653
Elsevier, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.34 SJR 0.262 SNIP 0.401, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2017): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Electronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science
ISSNs: 1571-0661
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1571-0661
Elsevier, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.66 SJR 0.287 SNIP 0.578, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Electronic Proceedings in Theoretical Computer Science
ISSNs: 2075-2180, 2075-2180
Open Publishing Association, Australia
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Electronic Transactions on Numerical Analysis
ISSNs: 1068-9613
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1097-4067
Kent State University Institute of Computational Mathematics, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.07 SJR 0.975 SNIP 0.932, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

EMS Newsletter
ISSNs: 1027-488X
European Mathematical Society Publishing House, Switzerland
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database
Journal

Energies
ISSNs: 1996-1073
M D P I AG, Switzerland
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Energy
ISSNs: 0360-5442
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6785
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Energy and Buildings
ISSNs: 0378-7788
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-6178
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Energy Conversion and Management
ISSNs: 0196-8904
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1879-2227
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Energy Economics
ISSNs: 0140-9883
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6181
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Energy Procedia
ISSNs: 1876-6102
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.44 SJR 0.495 SNIP 0.799, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2016): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence
ISSNs: 0952-1976, 1873-6769
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6769
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Environmental and Ecological Statistics
ISSNs: 1352-8505
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-3009
SpringerOpen, Germany
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

E R C I M News
ISSNs: 0926-4981
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1564-0094
European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics, France
Central database
Journal

Eurasip Journal on Advances in Signal Processing
ISSNs: 1687-6172
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1687-6180
SpringerOpen, Germany
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

European Archives of Oto-Rhino-Laryngology
ISSNs: 0937-4477
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0942-8992
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.54 SJR 0.8 SNIP 1.061, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

European Clinical Respiratory Journal
ISSNs: 2001-8525
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2001-8525
Co-Action Publishing, Sweden
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

European Heart Journal
ISSNs: 0195-668X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0421-752, 1522-9645
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

European Journal of Agronomy
ISSNs: 1161-0301
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7331
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal
European Journal of Neuroscience
ISSNs: 0953-816X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1460-9568
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

European Journal of Nutrition
ISSNs: 1436-6207
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1436-6215
Springer Medizin, Germany
Central database
Journal

European Journal of Operational Research
ISSNs: 0377-2217
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-6860
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

European Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences
ISSNs: 0928-0987
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1879-0720
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

European Journal of Pharmaceutics and Biopharmaceutics
ISSNs: 0939-6411
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-3441
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

European Journal of Radiology
ISSNs: 0720-048X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-7727
Elsevier Ireland Ltd., Ireland
Central database
Journal

European Neuropsychopharmacology
ISSNs: 0924-977X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7862
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
**European Physical Journal B. Condensed Matter and Complex Systems**
ISSNs: 1434-6028
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1434-6036
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.2 SJR 0.43 SNIP 0.596, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

**European Safety and Reliability Association Newsletter**
Local database

**Europhysics Letters**
ISSNs: 0295-5075
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1286-4854
EDP Sciences, France
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.24 SJR 0.498 SNIP 0.569, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

**EVA: Erfaringsudveksling I vandmiljøteknikken**
ISSNs: 1901-3663
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database

**Evolution Equations and Control Theory (Online)**
ISSNs: 2163-2480
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2163-2480
American Institute of Mathematical Sciences (AIMS Press), United States
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.95 SJR 0.711 SNIP 0.909, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

**Experimental and Clinical Endocrinology and Diabetes**
ISSNs: 1439-3646, 0947-7349
Thieme Publishing
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.52
Local database

**Experimental Brain Research**
ISSNs: 0014-4819
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0932-4011, 1432-1106
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.02 SJR 0.913 SNIP 0.832, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

**Experimental Mathematics**
ISSNs: 1058-6458
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1944-950X
Taylor & Francis Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.8 SJR 0.84 SNIP 1.172, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

**Expert Systems with Applications**
ISSNs: 0957-4174
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6793
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

**Faglig Årsberetning**
ISSNs: 2445-9437
Kopenhagen Fur
Local database
Journal

**Fagmagasinet Samtænkning**
Local database
Journal

**Family Practice**
ISSNs: 1460-2229, 0263-2136
Oxford University Press
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.8 SJR 1.018 SNIP 0.974, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Local database
Journal

**F E M S Microbiology Reviews**
ISSNs: 0168-6445, 0168-6445
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0168-6496, 1574-6976
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom
(2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

**Filomat**
ISSNs: 0354-5180
University of Nis, Serbia
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.68 SJR 0.384 SNIP 0.813, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018):
Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

**Finans/Invest**
ISSNs: 0106-1798
Denmark
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1
Central database
Journal

**Finite Fields and Their Applications**
ISSNs: 1071-5797
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1090-2465
Academic Press, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.21 SJR 0.894 SNIP 1.477, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Fire Fighting in Canada
ISSNs: 0015-2595
Annex Publishing & Printing, Inc., Canada
Central database

Fish and Shellfish Immunology
ISSNs: 1050-4648
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1095-9947
Academic Press, United Kingdom
Central database

Fisheries Management and Ecology
ISSNs: 0969-997X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1365-2400
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database

Fisheries Research
ISSNs: 0165-7836
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-6763
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Fluid Dynamics Research
ISSNs: 0169-5983
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7005
Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.94 SJR 0.476 SNIP 0.779, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Food and Bioprocess Technology
ISSNs: 1935-5130
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1935-5149
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database

Food and Chemical Toxicology
ISSNs: 0278-6915
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6351
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Food Control
ISSNs: 0956-7135
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7129
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Food & Nutrition Research
ISSNs: 1654-6628
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1102-6510
Co-Action Publishing, Sweden
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Food Quality and Preference
ISSNs: 0950-3293
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6343
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Food Research International
ISSNs: 0963-9969
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-7145
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Forensic Science International: Genetics
ISSNs: 1872-4973
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1878-0326
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

Forensic Science International: Genetics. Supplement Series
ISSNs: 1875-1768
Elsevier Ireland Ltd., Ireland
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.65 SJR 0.444 SNIP 0.325, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Formal Aspects of Computing
ISSNs: 0934-5043
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1433-299X
Foundations and Trends in Optimization
ISSNs: 2167-3888
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2167-3918
Now Publishers Inc., United States
BFI (2014): BFI-level 1
Central database

France. Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques. Economie et Statistique
ISSNs: 0336-1454
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1777-5574
Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques, France
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.33 SJR 0.179 SNIP 0.596, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database

Frontiers in Human Neuroscience
ISSNs: 1662-5161
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1662-5161
Frontiers Research Foundation, Switzerland
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.04 SJR 1.471 SNIP 1.12, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Frontiers in Microbiology
ISSNs: 1664-302X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1664-302X
Frontiers Media S.A., Switzerland
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Frontiers in Neuroscience
ISSNs: 1662-4548
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1662-453X
Frontiers Research Foundation, Switzerland
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Frontiers in Psychology
ISSNs: 1664-1078
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1664-1078
Frontiers Media S.A., Switzerland
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.21 SJR 1.043 SNIP 1.004, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Geoscientific Model Development
ISSNs: 1991-959X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1991-9603
Copernicus GmbH, Germany
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Glasgow Mathematical Journal
ISSNs: 0017-0895
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1469-509X
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.49 SJR 0.604 SNIP 0.708, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Glasnik Matematicki
ISSNs: 0017-095X
Hrvatsko Matematicko Drustvo, Croatia
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.38 SJR 0.306 SNIP 0.57, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Global Change Biology
ISSNs: 1354-1013
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1365-2486
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Graefe's Archive for Clinical and Experimental Ophthalmology
ISSNs: 0721-832X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1435-702X
Springer, Germany
Central database
Journal

Graphical Models
ISSNs: 1524-0703
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1524-0711
Academic Press, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.57 SJR 0.454 SNIP 1.117, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Graphs and Combinatorics
ISSNs: 0911-0119
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1435-5914
Springer Japan KK, Japan
Central database
Human and Ecological Risk Assessment
ISSNs: 1080-7039
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1549-7860
Taylor & Francis Inc., United States
Central database

Human Brain Mapping
ISSNs: 1065-9471
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1097-0193
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States
Central database

HVAC Magasinet
ISSNs: 1603-6913, 1603-6913
TechMedia A/S, Denmark
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database

Hydrology and Earth System Sciences
ISSNs: 1027-5606
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1607-7938
Copernicus GmbH, Germany
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

IEEE Access
ISSNs: 2169-3536
IEEE
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 4.49, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Local database

IEEE Access
ISSNs: 2169-3536
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

IEEE/ACM Transactions on Audio, Speech, and Language Processing
ISSNs: 2329-9290, 1558-7916
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1558-7924
IEEE Signal Processing Society, United States
Central database
IEEE Transactions on Industrial Informatics
ISSNs: 1551-3203
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1941-0050
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database
Journal

IEEE Transactions on Information Theory
ISSNs: 0018-9448
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1557-9654
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database
Journal

IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging
ISSNs: 0278-0062
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1556-254X
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database
Journal

IEEE Transactions on Multimedia
ISSNs: 1520-9210
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1941-0077
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database
Journal

IEEE Transactions on Network and Service Management
ISSNs: 1932-4537
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1932-4537
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database
Journal

IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence
ISSNs: 0162-8828
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database
Journal

IEEE Transactions on Power Systems
ISSNs: 0885-8950
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1558-0679
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database
Journal
IFAC Workshop Series
ISSNs: 1474-6670, 1369-4960
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1369-4960
Elsevier Ltd. Books Division, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2015): CiteScore 0.27 SJR 0.228 SNIP 0.217, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2015): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal: Book series

IfCoLog Journal of Logics and their Applications
ISSNs: 2055-3714
College Publications
Local database
Journal

Image and Vision Computing
ISSNs: 0262-8856
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-8138
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.13 SJR 0.612 SNIP 1.355, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Indoor Air
ISSNs: 0905-6947
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0908-5920
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research
ISSNs: 0888-5885
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1520-5045
American Chemical Society, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.4 SJR 0.978 SNIP 1.203, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Information and Computation
ISSNs: 0890-5401
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1090-2651
Academic Press, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.19 SJR 0.504 SNIP 1.135, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Information Processing Letters
ISSNs: 0020-0190
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-6119
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.03 SJR 0.412 SNIP 0.884, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal
Information Processing & Management
ISSNs: 0306-4573
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-5371
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom
Central database

Information Security Technical Report
ISSNs: 2214-2126
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-605X
Elsevier Advanced Technology, United Kingdom
Central database

Information Systems
ISSNs: 0306-4379
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-6076
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom
Central database

Ingenioeren
ISSNs: 0105-6220
Mediehuset Ingenioeren A/S, Denmark
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database

Innovative Food Science and Emerging Technologies
ISSNs: 1466-8564
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Instructional Science
ISSNs: 0020-4277
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-1952
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
Central database

Insurance: Mathematics and Economics
ISSNs: 0167-6687
Elsevier
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.58 SJR 1.083 SNIP 1.284, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Local database
International Journal of Clinical Pharmacy
ISSNs: 2210-7703
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-739X
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery
ISSNs: 1861-6410, 1861-6429
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1861-6429
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.03 SJR 0.614 SNIP 1.17, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Computer Vision
ISSNs: 0920-5691
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-1405
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Critical Computer-Based Systems
ISSNs: 1757-8779
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1757-8787
Inderscience Publishers, United Kingdom
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.33 SJR 0.127 SNIP 0.692, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Decision Sciences
ISSNs: 2229-5879
International Science Press, Denmark
Local database
Journal

International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks
ISSNs: 1550-1329
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1550-1477
Hindawi Publishing Corporation, United States
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.34 SJR 0.255 SNIP 0.745, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Electrical and Electronic Engineering and Telecommunications
ISSNs: 2319-2518
Local database
Journal

International Journal of Electrical Power & Energy Systems
ISSNs: 0142-0615
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1879-3517
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom
Central database

Journal

**International Journal of Engineering Education**
ISSNs: 0949-149X
Dublin Institute of Technology Tempus Publications, Ireland
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.92 SJR 0.433 SNIP 0.905, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Central database

Journal

**International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health**
ISSNs: 1661-7827
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1660-4601
MDPI AG, Switzerland
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.41 SJR 0.735 SNIP 0.998, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ

Central database

Journal

**International Journal of Food Microbiology**
ISSNs: 0168-1605
Elsevier BV, Netherlands

Central database

Journal

**International Journal of Forecasting**
ISSNs: 0169-2070
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-8200
Elsevier BV, Netherlands

Central database

Journal

**International Journal of Foundations of Computer Science**
ISSNs: 0129-0541
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1793-6373
World Scientific Publishing Co. Pte. Ltd., Singapore
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.57 SJR 0.355 SNIP 0.73, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Central database

Journal

**International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control**
ISSNs: 1750-5836
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom

Central database

Journal

**International Journal of Image and Data Fusion**
ISSNs: 1947-9832
Taylor & Francis Asia Pacific (Singapore), Singapore
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.92 SJR 0.697 SNIP 1.234, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Central database
International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment
ISSNs: 0948-3349
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1614-7502
Springer, Germany
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology
ISSNs: 0020-739X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1464-5211
Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.53 SJR 0.377 SNIP 0.781, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

International Journal of Medical Informatics
ISSNs: 1386-5056
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-8243
Elsevier Ireland Ltd., Ireland
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

International Journal of Methods in Psychiatric Research
ISSNs: 1557-0657
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1049-8931, 1557-0657
John Wiley & Sons Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database

International Journal of Neuropsychopharmacology
ISSNs: 1461-1457
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1469-5111
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.78 SJR 1.808 SNIP 0.925, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

International Journal of Pharmaceutics
ISSNs: 0378-5173
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-3476
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 4.06 SJR 1.172 SNIP 1.27, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

International Journal of Psychology
ISSNs: 0020-7594
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1464-066X
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
International Journal of Psychophysiology
ISSNs: 0167-8760
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-7697
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.79 SJR 1.157 SNIP 1.103, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics
ISSNs: 1311-8080
Academic Publications, Bulgaria
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.23 SJR 0.139 SNIP 0.394, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2006): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Rail Transportation
ISSNs: 2324-8378
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2324-8386
Taylor & Francis
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.69 SJR 0.974 SNIP 1.566, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Local database
Journal

International Journal of Rheumatology
ISSNs: 1687-9260
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1687-9279
Hindawi Publishing Corporation, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.8 SJR 0.645 SNIP 0.767, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Simulation. Systems, Science and Technology
ISSNs: 1473-8031
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1473-804X
UK Simulation Society, United Kingdom
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.05 SJR 0.109 SNIP 0.035, Web of Science (2015): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

International Journal of Sustainable Energy Planning and Management
ISSNs: 2246-2929
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2246-2929, 2246-2929
Aalborg Universitet, Denmark
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.65 SJR 0.628 SNIP 0.636, Web of Science (2015): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

International Journal on Software Tools for Technology Transfer
ISSNs: 1433-2779
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1433-2787
Springer, Germany
**International Mathematics Research Notices**  
ISSNs: 1073-7928  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1687-0247  
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom  
Central database

**International Scholarly Research Notices**  
ISSNs: 2314-4637, 2090-8741, 2090-7435  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2356-7872, 2090-7443  
Hindawi Publishing Corporation, United States  

**International Symposium on Object-Oriented Real-Time Distributed Computing**  
ISSNs: 1555-0885  
United States  

**Internet Technology Letters**  
ISSNs: 2476-1508  
Local database

**Inverse Problems**  
ISSNs: 0266-5611  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1361-6420  
Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom  

**Inverse Problems and Imaging**  
ISSNs: 1930-8337  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1930-8345  
American Institute of Mathematical Sciences, United States  

**Inverse Problems in Science and Engineering**  
ISSNs: 1741-5977  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1026-7549  
Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom  

Central database
Brill, Netherlands  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.69 SJR 0.409 SNIP 0.822, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database

Journal

Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience  
ISSNs: 0898-929X  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1530-8898, 1096-8857  
MIT Press, United States  
Central database

Journal

Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A  
ISSNs: 0097-3165  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1096-0899  
Academic Press, United States  
Central database

Journal

Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series B  
ISSNs: 0095-8956  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1096-0902  
Academic Press, United States  
Central database

Journal

Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics  
ISSNs: 0377-0427  
Elsevier BV * North-Holland, Netherlands  
Central database

Journal

Journal of Computational Chemistry  
ISSNs: 0192-8651  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1096-987X  
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States  
Central database

Journal

Journal of Computational Neuroscience  
ISSNs: 0929-5313  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-6873  
Springer New York LLC, United States  
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.73 SJR 0.888 SNIP 0.758, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes  
Central database

Journal
Journal of Cryptology
ISSNs: 0933-2790
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1432-1378
Springer New York LLC, United States
Central database
Journal

Journal of Dairy Science
ISSNs: 0022-0302
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1525-3198
Elsevier Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

Journal of Diabetes Science and Technology
ISSNs: 1932-2968
Sage Publications, Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

Journal of Differential Equations
ISSNs: 0022-0396
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1090-2732
Academic Press, United States
Central database
Journal

Journal of Differential Geometry
ISSNs: 0022-040X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1052-9233
Lehigh University Department of Mathematics, United States
Central database
Journal

Journal of Discrete Algorithms
ISSNs: 1570-8667
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1570-8675
Elsevier Ltd, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.97 SJR 0.549 SNIP 1.156, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry
ISSNs: 1572-6657, 0022-0728
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-2569
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database
Journal

**Journal of Electronic Imaging**
ISSNs: 1017-9909
SPIE - International Society for Optical Engineering, United States
Central database
Journal

**Journal of Engineering Mathematics**
ISSNs: 0022-0833
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.98 SJR 0.418 SNIP 0.823, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

**Journal of Experimental Biology**
ISSNs: 0022-0949, 0176-8638
The/Company of Biologists Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

**Journal of Experimental Botany**
ISSNs: 0022-0957, 1460-2431
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

**Journal of Failure Analysis and Prevention**
ISSNs: 1547-7029
Springer New York LLC, United States
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.66 SJR 0.315 SNIP 0.521, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

**Journal of Fish Biology**
ISSNs: 0022-1112
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database
Journal
Central database

Journal of Hydrodynamics
ISSNs: 1001-6058
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1000-4874
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.86 SJR 0.254 SNIP 0.391, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal of Hydrology
ISSNs: 0022-1694
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Journal of Inequalities and Applications
ISSNs: 1025-5834
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1029-242X
SpringerOpen, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.65 SJR 0.546 SNIP 0.681, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Journal of infectious disease and therapy
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2332-0877
Denmark
Local database

Journal of Internet Services and Information Security
ISSNs: 2182-2069
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2182-2077
Innovative Information Science & Technology Research Group (ISYOU), Portugal
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Journal of Lifestyle Medicine
ISSNs: 2234-8549
Local database

Journal of Lightwave Technology
ISSNs: 0733-8724
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1558-2213
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Central database

Journal
Journal of Number Theory
ISSNs: 0022-314X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1096-1658
Academic Press, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.82 SJR 1.275 SNIP 1.375, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal of Nutrition
ISSNs: 0022-3166
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1541-6100
American Society for Nutrition, United States
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal of Nutritional Science
ISSNs: 2048-6790
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2048-6790
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.44 SJR 0.984 SNIP 0.822, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing
ISSNs: 0743-7315
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1096-0848
Academic Press, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.91 SJR 0.502 SNIP 1.674, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal of Petroleum Science and Engineering
ISSNs: 0920-4105
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-4715
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.8 SJR 0.782 SNIP 1.64, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences
ISSNs: 0022-3549
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1520-6017
Elsevier Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.01 SJR 0.984 SNIP 1.109, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal of Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics
ISSNs: 1567-567X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-8744
Journal of Quality Technology
ISSNs: 0022-4065
American Society for Quality, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.35 SJR 1.814 SNIP 2.22, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine
ISSNs: 1650-1977
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1650-1969, 1651-2081
Foundation of Rehabilitation Information, Sweden
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.97 SJR 0.997 SNIP 1.133, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Indexed in DOAJ
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Journal of Research in Personality
ISSNs: 0092-6566
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1095-7251
Elsevier
Local database
Journal

Journal of Sensory Studies
ISSNs: 0887-8250
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1745-459X
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.17 SJR 0.821 SNIP 0.962, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Journal of Signal Processing Systems
ISSNs: 1939-8018
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1939-8115
Springer New York LLC, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.96 SJR 0.216 SNIP 0.583, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Journal of Sound and Vibration
ISSNs: 0022-460X, 0022-460x
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1095-8568
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.2 SJR 1.36 SNIP 2.037, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal
Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture
ISSNs: 0022-5142
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0449-3257
John Wiley & Sons Ltd., United Kingdom

Journal of Trust Management
ISSNs: 2196-064X
Springer Verlag, Denmark
Indexed in DOAJ

Journal of Water and Health
ISSNs: 1477-8920
I W A Publishing, United Kingdom

Journal of Wind Engineering & Industrial Aerodynamics
ISSNs: 0167-6105
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-8197
Elsevier BV, Netherlands

Journal of Wireless Mobile Networks, Ubiquitous Computing and Dependable Applications
ISSNs: 2093-5374, 2093-5374
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2093-5382
Innovative Information Science & Technology Research Group, Korea, Republic of
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.39, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no

Journal of Wrist Surgery
ISSNs: 2163-3916
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2163-3924
Thieme Medical Publishers, Inc., United States

Journals of Gerontology. Series A: Biological Sciences & Medical Sciences
ISSNs: 1079-5006
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1758-535X
Oxford University Press, United States
K A - Abwasser, Abfall
ISSNs: 1866-0010
G F A, Germany
Central database
Journal

Kemivärlden Biotech med Kemisk Tidsskrift
ISSNs: 1650-0725
Sweden
Local database
Journal

Kjemi
ISSNs: 0023-1983
Media Oslo As, Norway
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database
Journal

Knowledge and Information Systems
ISSNs: 0219-1377
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0219-3116
Springer U K, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.6 SJR 0.672 SNIP 1.496, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Langmuir
ISSNs: 0743-7463, 1520-5827
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1520-5827
American Chemical Society, United States
Central database
Journal

Lecture Notes in Computer Science
ISSNs: 0302-9743
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1611-3349
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.9 SJR 0.295 SNIP 0.655, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal: Book series

Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics
ISSNs: 1868-8969
Schloss Dagstuhl - Leibniz-Zentrum fuer Informatik GmbH, Germany
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.85 SJR 0.363 SNIP 0.77, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Indexed in DOAJ
Local database
Journal

Leukemia
ISSNs: 0887-6924
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1476-5551
Nature Publishing Group, United Kingdom
Lighting Research and Technology
ISSNs: 1477-1535
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1477-0938
Sage Publications Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.24 SJR 0.66 SNIP 1.157, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

LMFK-Bladet
ISSNs: 0906-0855
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database
Journal

LMS Journal of Computation and Mathematics
ISSNs: 1461-1570
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1461-1570
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.8 SJR 0.229 SNIP 0.899, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

LNCS Transactions on Large-Scale Data- and Knowledge-Centered Systems
ISSNs: 1869-1994
Springer Verlag
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1
Central database
Journal

Logical Methods in Computer Science
ISSNs: 1860-5974
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1860-5974
International Federation for Computational Logic, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.26 SJR 0.391 SNIP 1.223, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Logic Journal of the IGPL
ISSNs: 1367-0751
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1368-9894
Oxford Academic, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.63 SJR 0.298 SNIP 0.907, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Logique et Analyse
ISSNs: 0024-5836
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2295-5836
Peeters Publishers, Belgium
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.27 SJR 0.252 SNIP 0.414, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

**Machine Vision & Applications**
ISSNs: 0932-8092
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1432-1769
Springer, Germany
Central database

Journal

**Macromolecules**
ISSNs: 0024-9297, 1520-5835
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1520-5835
American Chemical Society, United States
Central database

Journal

**Magnetic Resonance in Medicine**
ISSNs: 0740-3194
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1522-2594
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States
Central database

Journal

**Management Science**
ISSNs: 0025-1909
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1526-5501
Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (I N F O R M S), United States
Central database

Journal

**Materials**
ISSNs: 1996-1944
M D P I AG, Switzerland
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Journal

**Materials Characterization**
ISSNs: 1044-5803
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-4189
Elsevier Inc., United States
Central database

Journal

**Mathematical Biosciences**
ISSNs: 0025-5564
Elsevier Inc., United States
Central database
Journal

**Mathematical Methods in the Applied Sciences**
ISSNs: 0170-4214
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1099-1476
JohnWiley & Sons Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.08 SJR 0.666 SNIP 0.778, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal

**Mathematical Methods of Operations Research**
ISSNs: 1432-2994
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1432-5217
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.91 SJR 0.688 SNIP 0.849, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal

**Mathematical Population Studies**
ISSNs: 0889-8480
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1547-724X
Taylor & Francis Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.41 SJR 0.171 SNIP 0.514, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal

**Mathematical Programming**
ISSNs: 0025-5610
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1436-4646
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.95 SJR 2.49 SNIP 2.586, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal

**Mathematical Programming Computation**
ISSNs: 1867-2949
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1867-2957
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.43 SJR 1.293 SNIP 2.775, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal

**Mathematica Scandinavica**
ISSNs: 0025-5521
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1903-1807
Aarhus Universitet * Mathematica Scandinavica, Denmark
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.41 SJR 0.442 SNIP 0.796, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Journal

**Mathematics and Computers in Simulation**
ISSNs: 0378-4754
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-7166
Elsevier BV * North-Holland, Netherlands
Mathematics of Computation
ISSNs: 0025-5718
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1088-6842
American Mathematical Society, United States
Central database

Mathematics of Operations Research
ISSNs: 0364-765X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1526-5471
Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS), United States
Central database

Mathematische Annalen
ISSNs: 0025-5831
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1432-1807
Springer, Germany
Central database

Measurement Science and Technology
ISSNs: 0957-0233
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1361-6501
Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database

Meat Science
ISSNs: 0309-1740
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-4138
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Mediators of Inflammation
ISSNs: 0962-9351
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1466-1861
Hindawi Publishing Corporation, United States
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Modern Pathology
ISSNs: 0893-3952
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1530-0285
Nature Publishing Group, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Molecular Ecology Resources
ISSNs: 1755-098X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1755-0998
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Molecular Informatics
ISSNs: 1868-1743, 1611-020X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1611-0218, 1868-1751
Wiley - V C H Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.86 SJR 0.573 SNIP 0.602, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Molecular Physics
ISSNs: 0026-8976
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1362-3028
Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.55 SJR 0.68 SNIP 0.674, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Molecular Psychiatry
ISSNs: 1359-4184
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1476-5578
Nature Publishing Group, United Kingdom
Central database
Journal

Monatshefte fuer Mathematik
ISSNs: 0026-9255
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1436-5081
Springer Wien, Austria
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.74 SJR 0.773 SNIP 1.043, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Moscow Mathematical Journal
ISSNs: 1609-3321
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1609-4514
Nezavisimyi Moskovskii Universitet, Russian Federation
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.9 SJR 0.833 SNIP 1.216, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal
Nature Human Behaviour
ISSNs: 2397-3374
Nature
Local database

Networks
ISSNs: 0028-3045
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1097-0037
JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States

Networks and Heterogeneous Media
ISSNs: 1556-1801
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1556-181X
American Institute of Mathematical Sciences, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.2 SJR 0.783 SNIP 0.957, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Network Science
ISSNs: 2050-1242
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2050-1250
Cambridge University Press , United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.36 SJR 0.461 SNIP 0.71, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

Neural Computation
ISSNs: 0899-7667
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1530-888X
M I T Press, United States

Neural Plasticity
ISSNs: 2090-5904, 0792-8483
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1687-5443
Hindawi Publishing Corporation, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3 SJR 1.348 SNIP 0.768, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes

NeuroImage
ISSNs: 1053-8119
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1095-9572
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Nonlinear Analysis: Real World Applications
ISSNs: 1468-1218
Elsevier Ltd, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.08 SJR 1.627 SNIP 1.455, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Nonlinear Analysis: Theory, Methods & Applications
ISSNs: 0362-546X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-5215
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.39 SJR 1.701 SNIP 1.278, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Nonlinear Dynamics
ISSNs: 0924-090X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1573-269X
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 4.33 SJR 1.468 SNIP 1.751, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018):Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Nonlinearity
ISSNs: 0951-7715
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1361-6544
Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.84 SJR 1.587 SNIP 1.395, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Nuclear Fusion
ISSNs: 0029-5515
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1018-5577
Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.13 SJR 0.759 SNIP 1.424, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research Section A: Accelerators, Spectrometers, Detectors and Associated Equipment
ISSNs: 0168-9002
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-9576
Elsevier, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.48 SJR 0.814 SNIP 1.333, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal
Nuclear Medicine Communications
ISSNs: 0143-3636
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.29 SJR 0.546 SNIP 0.699, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Nucleic Acids Research
ISSNs: 0305-1048, 1362-4962
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0261-3166, 1362-4962
Oxford University Press, United Kingdom
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Numerical Algorithms
ISSNs: 1017-1398
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1572-9265
Springer New York LLC, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.49 SJR 0.981 SNIP 1.274, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal

Numerical Mathematics-theory Methods and Applications
ISSNs: 2079-7338, 1004-8979
Cambridge University Press
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.69 SJR 0.493 SNIP 0.6, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Local database
Journal

Numerische Mathematik
ISSNs: 0029-599X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0945-3245
Springer, Germany
Central database
Journal

Nutrients
ISSNs: 2072-6643
M D P I AG, Switzerland
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Journal

Ocean Engineering
ISSNs: 0029-8018
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-5258
Pergamon Press, United Kingdom
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
Journal
Optimization Methods and Software
ISSNs: 1055-6788
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1026-7670
Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.21 SJR 0.723 SNIP 0.916, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Organic Process Research and Development
ISSNs: 1083-6160
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1520-586X
American Chemical Society, United States
Central database

Orphanet Journal of Rare Diseases
ISSNs: 1750-1172
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1750-1172
BioMed Central, United Kingdom
Central database

Orthodontics & Craniofacial Research
ISSNs: 1601-6335
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1601-6343
Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, Inc., United States
Central database

Otology & Neurotology
ISSNs: 1531-7129
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1537-4505
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, United States
Central database

Pacific Journal of Mathematics
ISSNs: 0030-0030
Mathematical Sciences Publishers, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.62 SJR 1.208 SNIP 0.961, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Parasites & Vectors
ISSNs: 1756-3305
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1756-3305
BioMed Central, United Kingdom
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
Pattern Recognition
ISSNs: 0031-3203
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-5142
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 4.95 SJR 1.065 SNIP 2.472, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Pattern Recognition Letters
ISSNs: 0167-8655
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1872-7344
Elsevier BV * North-Holland, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3 SJR 0.662 SNIP 1.58, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Pediatric Research
ISSNs: 0031-3998
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1530-0447
Nature Publishing Group, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.91 SJR 1.304 SNIP 0.998, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Pellet Mill Magazine
Local database

Petri Net Newsletter
ISSNs: 0391-1804
Gesellschaft für Informatik, Germany
Local database

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences
ISSNs: 1364-503X
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1471-2962
Royal Society Publishing, United Kingdom
(2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Physica A: Statistical Mechanics and its Applications
ISSNs: 0378-4371
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-2119
Elsevier BV * North-Holland, Netherlands
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.28 SJR 0.773 SNIP 1.099, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Physica C: Superconductivity and its Applications
ISSNs: 0921-4534
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-2143
Physica Scripta. Topical Issues  
ISSNs: 0281-1847  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0031-8949  
Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom  
Central database  
Journal

ISSNs: 1862-6254  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1862-6270  
Wiley - V C H Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Germany  
Central database  
Journal

Physics in Medicine and Biology  
ISSNs: 0031-9155  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1361-6560  
Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom  
Central database  
Journal

Physics Letters A  
ISSNs: 0375-9601  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-2429  
Elsevier, Netherlands  
Central database  
Journal

Physics of Fluids  
ISSNs: 1070-6631  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1089-7666  
American Institute of Physics, United States  
Central database  
Journal

Physics of Life Reviews  
ISSNs: 1571-0645  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-1457  
Elsevier BV, Netherlands  
Central database  
Journal

Physics of Plasmas  
ISSNs: 1070-664X, 1070-664x  
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1089-7674  
American Institute of Physics, United States  
Central database  
Journal
Plant Breeding
ISSNs: 0179-9541
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 0931-4210
Wiley-Blackwell Verlag GmbH, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.6 SJR 0.714 SNIP 0.772, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Plant Genetic Resources
ISSNs: 1479-2621
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1479-263X
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.72 SJR 0.353 SNIP 0.498, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

P L o S Computational Biology (Online)
ISSNs: 1553-7358, 1553-734X, 1553-734x
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1553-7358
Public Library of Science, United States
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

P L o S One
ISSNs: 1932-6203
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1932-6203
Public Library of Science, United States
Indexed in DOAJ
Central database

Polar Science
ISSNs: 1873-9652
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1876-4428
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Politiken
ISSNs: 0907-1814
JP/Politikens Hus A/S, Denmark
ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database

Postharvest Biology and Technology
ISSNs: 0925-5214
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-2356
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Potential Analysis
ISSNs: 0926-2601
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1572-929X
Springer Netherlands, Netherlands
Central database

Present and Ulterior Software Engineering
Local database

Preventive Veterinary Medicine
ISSNs: 0167-5877
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-1716
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Probability in the Engineering and Informational Sciences
ISSNs: 0269-9648
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1469-8951
Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.68 SJR 0.406 SNIP 0.642, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database

Procedia C I R P
ISSNs: 2212-8271
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.5 SJR 0.668 SNIP 0.982, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no
Central database

Procedia Computer Science
ISSNs: 1877-0509
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Central database

Procedia Engineering
ISSNs: 1877-7058, 1877-7058
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.89, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no, Web of Science (2017): Indexed yes
Central database

Procedia Environmental Sciences
ISSNs: 1878-0296, 1878-0296
Elsevier BV, Netherlands
Proceedings of SPIE, the International Society for Optical Engineering
ISSNs: 0277-786X, 1605-7422, 0361-0748
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1042-4687
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.43 SJR 0.243 SNIP 0.289, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed no,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society
ISSNs: 0002-9939
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1088-6826
American Mathematical Society, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.74 SJR 1.183 SNIP 1.017, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Proceedings of the IEEE
ISSNs: 0018-9219
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1558-2256
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, United States
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
ISSNs: 0954-4097
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2041-3017
Sage Publications, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.22 SJR 0.494 SNIP 0.875, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
ISSNs: 0959-6518
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2041-3041
Sage Publications, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.39 SJR 0.394 SNIP 0.703, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
ISSNs: 1475-0902
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2041-3084
Sage Publications, United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.51 SJR 0.618 SNIP 1.173, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America
ISSNs: 0027-8424
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1091-6490
The National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, United States
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BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.64 SJR 0.58 SNIP 0.864, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
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BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.37 SJR 1.214 SNIP 0.714, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
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Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
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ISSNs: 1436-3240
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1436-3259
Springer, Germany
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.57 SJR 1.096 SNIP 1.173, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
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Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1532-4214
Taylor & Francis Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.49 SJR 0.338 SNIP 0.737, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
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ISSNs: 1615-147X, 1615-147x, 1615-147x
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BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.06 SJR 0.849 SNIP 1.862, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
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BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.56 SJR 0.353 SNIP 0.908, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
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Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 2.63 SJR 1.036 SNIP 1.426, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
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Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd., United Kingdom
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Central database
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ISSNs: 2210-6502
Elsevier
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 5.44 SJR 1.053 SNIP 2.691, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
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Synthese
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BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.88 SJR 0.966 SNIP 1.089, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
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JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.18 SJR 0.285 SNIP 0.612, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
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Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1873-5509
Elsevier Inc., United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 1, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 3.42 SJR 1.38 SNIP 1.693, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes,
Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
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American Mathematical Society, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.65 SJR 0.961 SNIP 1.06, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Indexed in DOAJ
Central database
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ISSNs: 1292-8941
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1292-895X
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Central database

ISSNs: 2251-3388
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2251-3396
Global Science and Technology Forum, Singapore
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Central database

The Journal of Portfolio Management
ISSNs: 0095-4918
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 2168-8656
Institutional Investor, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.73 SJR 0.486 SNIP 1.085, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
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Central database
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Central database
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ISSNs: 1874-1738
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Central database
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Springer New York LLC, United States
BFI (2018): BFI-level 2, Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 0.82 SJR 0.372 SNIP 0.979, ISI indexed (2013): ISI indexed yes, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
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ISSNs: 2041-5990
Future Science Ltd., United Kingdom
Scopus rating (2017): CiteScore 1.79 SJR 0.621 SNIP 0.547, Web of Science (2018): Indexed yes
Central database
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Tiny ToCS
Denmark
Local database
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Transactions - Hong Kong Institution of Engineers
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Local database
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Central database
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Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom
Central database
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Central database
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ISSNs: 0924-2031, 0924-2031
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Virchows Archiv
ISSNs: 0945-6317, 0376-0081
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1432-2307
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Central database
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ISSNs: 1745-2767
Additional searchable ISSN (Electronic): 1745-2759
Taylor & Francis, United Kingdom
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Water Research
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Water Resources Research
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